Resolved Known Issue: KI9.2-001-BP: Budget Prep Load Not Updating Annual Benefits Base Rate

**POSTED:** March 18, 2020

**STATUS:** Resolved

**Audience:** HR Practitioners and Benefits Administrators

**Resolution:** As of OneUSG Connect Release 6.00, changes were made to the Budget Prep Load process to update Annual Benefits Base Rate on Job. For GeorgiaFIRST Institutions and Augusta University, ABBR will be set to the same value as Proposed Salary from Budget Prep. For other institutions, this will be set to the value in the ANNL_BENEF_BASE_RT field in the table BOR_STG_JOB.

**POSTED:** June 17, 2019

**Original Known Issue:** Budget Prep Load failed to update Annual Benefits Base Rate (ABBR) on the Benefits Program Participation page within Job Data for any raises or changes in salary resulting from the Budget Prep Load Process. With some exceptions, the ABBR should match the salary Annual Rate.

**Functional Workaround:** Users can manually update the ABBR on future dated rows, or institutions with large numbers of Budget Prep rows can contact OneUSG Connect Support to update or correct these rows. If users need help identifying which rows need to be updated or corrected, and/or if users would like assistance to correct ABBR on Job rows inserted by Budget Prep, contact OneUSG Connect Support.

**Tentative Resolution Information:** This issue has been added as an item for 2021 Budget Prep updates.

**More Information and Support:** Contact OneUSG Connect Support at oneusgsupport@usg.edu.
Information on all active and resolved known issues is available at [www.usg.edu/oneusg_connect](http://www.usg.edu/oneusg_connect) under Practitioner Services.